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For several decades, many statistical and scientific efforts took place for the better
analysis or prediction of stock trading. But still it is open to offer new avenues for
the scientists to rethink and discover new inferences by adopting latest technological
scenarios. In this regard, we are trying to apply classification techniques on stock data
stream through feature extraction for the trend analysis. The proposed work is involving k-means for clustering samples into two clusters (the stocks in trend as one cluster
and another on as stocks not in trend). The trend analysis is done based on density estimation of the stocks with respect to sectors. A well-known data representation method
that is histogram is used to represent the sector which is in trend. This work has been
implemented and experimented by considering live NSE (india) data using python and
its related tools.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Data stream analysis has opened up new avenues or opportunities for Computer Science and Engineering Scientists. The data stream is a recorded data with respect to time, perhaps it can be regarded as signal.
Sometimes the signal may be continuous or discrete. All the parameters apply to signals holds good for data
streams. Stock trading and its transactions can generate numerous amount of data with respect to time and
hence it can be regarded as a data stream. Data stream classification [1] is an area, enables researchers to identify or extract new features through any acceptable scientific process. Classification techniques on stock data
analysis may provide certain inferences. One such inference could be trend of the stock. Indian Stock market
has identified eleven major sectors [2] to categorize the stocks. Trend analysis [3] is the process of estimating
the entity which is in trend or has grabbed attention among the participating entities. Some of the stocks may
be in trend due to several reasons that is season, price, need, dependency, alternate availability, price down in
jewelery, currency market and so on.
Data stream analysis [4] is one of the most challenging process in internet applications. Due to its
continuous availability and updations an efficient techniques to process and declare inferences are required.
Stock market [5] produces enormous amount of data in the repository. The analysis, management of abundant
data and producing acceptable results is one of the biggest challenge [6] to the computer scientists because the
behavior of the system varies as the new data is added to repository.
Classification model may provide certain revolutionary inferences, perhaps classification on data
stream may tend to lot of openings with respect to performance of the classification model. Classification models begins with feature extraction that is properties which may define samples as per the analysis.
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The process of feature extraction on data stream and classification of these features has created number of
avenues in the research domain. In this paper, we mainly focus on the estimation of the sector (collection of
stocks belongs to similar properties), which is in trend for a given time period through classification techniques.
Features are extracted by considering live data from the NSE server and clustered. The proposed work has
conducted experiments using ANACONDA [7] and Jupyter tools by involving nsepy [8] python package for
live data.
2.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Since, beginning of the stock trading several experiments are in progress to invent required declarations. Author [9] discuss the volatility of Kuala Lampur Composite Index using stochastic volatility (SV)
models and Generalized Auto regressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models. The model results
prove the slight differences in Root Mean Squared error and Moving Average Envelope. Totally 971 daily
observations of KLCI Closing price index, from 2nd January 2008 to 10th November 2016, excluding public
holidays. SV model is found to be the best based on the lowest RMSE and MAE values. Author [10] involves
study of financial market for five different companies from Malaysia namely CIMB, Sime Darby, Axiata,
Maybank and Petronas using Machine Learning Algorithms. Two types of experiments were conducted based
on the type of data. The first experiment used textual data using financial news involving 6368 articles and
classified as positive or negative using SVM. The second experiment used numeric historical data involving
5321 records to predict the stock price is going up or down using Random Forest algorithm. Author [11]
has tried to propose an embedded streaming SVM classification architecture for continuous data processing.
Paper [12] presents dynamic way of selecting the number of clusters in K-means clustering algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is applied for clustering iris dataset and the performance of the algorithm is measured using inter cluster distance and sum of squared error parameters and compared with General K-Means
algorithm. Author [13] has proposed a classification model to answer complex question answering process.
Author [14] presents the effects of news in online social media effects purchase of pharmaceutical
stocks. The experiment is conducted using Nifty pharma index data and developed sentiment analysis model
for pharma stock prediction. The sentiment analysis model achieved an accuracy of 70.59% in predicting daily
stock movement. Author [15] presents analysis and prediction of US real time stocks data from yahoo finance
using big data analytics. A machine learning model is developed to predict the future crude oil price using
the United States Oil fund (USO) data. The model identifies the best features for better oil price prediction.
In paper [16] presents an analysis of one year US stock market based on Network approach. The paper addresses the correlation of one stock with other stocks and also identifies the key players in the market based on
their number of dependencies.
Author [17] addresses the selection of stock using both technical and fundamental information.
A framework is designed to make class predictions for the industrial sector of the Australian stock market.
The stock selection, trading strategy outperformed the Australian stock index. The accuracy of the classification models like Decision tree, CHAID tree and Neural network is compared.
3.

METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 depicts the methodology of the proposed research work.

3.1. Data collection
Classification would result most useful inferences, these inferences mainly depend on the applicable
data which is collected from the environment. This work requires a data stream that is the live data, which
is continuous and may fall within some range. The range of data from start time to end time decides the
stock and its trend in the market. nsepy is the python package used to access live NSE India stock trading data.
This package provides the parameters of each stock namely totalTradedVolume, totalTradedValue, Open, Close,
dayHigh, dayLow and so on.
3.2. Feature extraction
The proposed methodology is considered the stock data, which is with respect to time as a discrete
signal. Hence all the applicable features corresponding to discrete signals are considered as features in the
proposed work. In-spite of many features, only features are considered as per the analysis and which gives
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better results and this process is called as feature selection [18]. The range of data from start time to end
time decides the stock and its trend in the market. In order to achieve better analysis the type of data and its
importance does matter in the classification and conclusion. The importance and its type can be found based
on experience of the stock trading or through computing analysis. Stock data have several parameters, namely
totalTradedVolume, totalTradedValue, Open, Close, dayHigh, dayLow and so on. Theses parameters are used
for further feature extraction.
3.2.1. Standard deviation
Since the model operates on the data which is with respect to time, the amount of standard deviation [19] within the members is essential to estimate. This feature mainly produces the amount of fluctuation
among the members of the data stream. Stock data stream is a sequence of values with respect to time or date.
This paper has considered five properties from the get history of numpy package of python. These five properties are Open, Close, Low, High and Volume. For each stock and each property Standard Deviation is estimated.
3.2.2. Kurtosis
K̈urtosis is a measure of the combined weight of a distributionś tails relative to the center of the
distribution.̈ This measure may declare the rise in the distribution if the measure turns to positive [20].
Figure 2 clearly depicts the positivity and negativity nature of the measure along with distribution pattern.

Figure 1. Proposed methodology for trend analysis in stock data stream classification

Figure 2. Tailed and centered distribution
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3.2.3. Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test [21]
This feature applies to Non-stationary Time variant systems. Stock market data series can be regarded
as non-stationary because the mean and variance of the system is varied at any point of time. This model is well
suitable for stock market data to analyze the stock trend. This paper uses the unit root with drift test analysis
of the Dickey-Fuller test. Unit root or stationarity of the distribution can be estimated using the (1).

∆Yt = β1 + β2 t + δYt−1 +

M
X

αi ∆Yt−i + µt .

(1)

i=1

Figure 3 depicts the data stream which is in trend and the same with drift. This paper uses only
deterministic time trend coefficient as a feature for further classification.

Figure 3. Trend analysis with drift
3.3. Dimensionality reduction using PCA
The proposed methodology extracting around twelve features that is three features from each property
(Open, Close, High, Low, Volume) of the stock data. This process is defined around twelve features, sometimes
all these features may or may not play an important role in the classification. Hence, dimensionality reduction
[22] is one of the techniques to reduce the number of features. This may reduce the complexity of the classification and may improve the process better with meaningful inferences [23]. Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is one of the readily available algorithms for Dimensionality Reduction. The proposed work reduces the
twelve features to three features.
3.4. Clustering using K-means clustering algorithm
The proposed work is grouping the available stock features into two clusters using k-means clustering
[24] as shown in Figure 4. Where one will be containing the stocks which are in trend and another not.
3.5. Trend analysis
This is the final phase of the methodology, which considers all the samples from cluster 2 (Cluster 2
is assumed as trend cluster, it contains all the samples whose features have given trend coefficients). Distance
from origin to the centroid of the cluster declares the selection of the cluster which has stocks in trend. More
the distance more will be the trend, this assumption is based on trial and error method. Apply histogram on
stock category (stock indices) of the samples. As per the survey, there are eleven stock indices in Indian Stock
market. Figure 5 depicts a sample histogram, which declares that banking sector index is in trend compared
to all other sectors. The histogram [25] is clearly depicting the status of the sectors in the market. This status
indicates that the sector number 5 is in trend. This trend may change as per the market transactions.
A computing model for trend analysis in stock data stream classification (Mr. Razak)
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Figure 4. Samples categorized into two clusters

Figure 5. Histogram based on sector indices
of samples

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As per NSE (National Stock Exchange) Nifty Auto Index, Nifty Bank Index, Nifty Financial Services Index, Nifty FMCG Index, Nifty IT Index, Nifty Media Index, Nifty Pharma Index, Nifty Private Bank
Index, Nifty PSU Bank Index, Nifty Realty Index, Nifty500 Industry Indices are the eleven sector indices.
In the proposed work, fifteen stocks have been considered in each sector index for the trend analysis. Figure 6
shows the feature values, extracted from the selected parameters (Open, Close, Low, High and Volume) within
a given period.

Figure 6. Feature values of selected stocks from sectors
Figure 7 shows the results from PCA (dimensionality reduction), which is applied on features shown
in Figure 6. Here the standard deviations, kurtosis and adfs of open, close, high and volume properties into
single columns respectively as std, kurt and adf columns. PCA reduces the complexity by extracting necessary
features and classification process.
K-means does clustering the given samples into two clusters. The last column of the Figure 7 indicates
cluster 1 by 0 and cluster 2 by 1. Figure 8 shows the histogram on the Index column of the Figure 7 by
considering only cluster 2 samples.
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Figure 7. PCA and K-means clustering results

Figure 8. Histogram on sector indices considering only cluster 2 samples

The histogram is clearly declaring that the second sector that is banking sector stocks were in trend
during the given period of time in the market. The classification models certainly improves the efficiency of
the process which involves large amount of data. The extracted features like Standard Deviation, Kurtosis and
Dickey Fuller Test have yielded the result which is acceptable as per the statistics.
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5.

CONCLUSION
The stock market has tremendous opportunities for businessman, manufacturer, investor and even for
data analyst to study the behaviour of environment and society. In this regard, this paper has tried to analyze
the stock data stream to estimate trend sector index in the market based on feature extraction and unsupervised
clustering (K-means) technique. It has been implemented and demonstrated the results by fetching stock data
stream from the server through nsepy package of python. The proposed work has not been considered any
performance analysis of the model and the same can be enhanced as a new proposal through big data analytics.
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